We dénote by m(K) the measure in U d of the cell K, by (/ = 1, 2, ..., n K ) the faces of K, by n e%K the outward unit normal to the face e t (K\ by m {e ) the measure in R d ~ 1 of the face e. Let S h dénote the set of the faces of the triangulation.
The family of triangulation T h is regular in the following sense : There exists two positive real a^ and a + such that :
(i) a, h d ^m (K) «g a + h d VK e T h (ii) a_ h d~l **m(e) ^a + h d~l VeeS^,
These conditions are classical in Finite Element analysis. They are not stringent, they just avoid local degeneracy of the mesh. We also suppose that n K is uniformly bounded by « 0 . Let {t n , n G N} be an increasing séquence of time values, we consider a Finite Volume method of monotone type, It yields a piècewise constant approximation u h :
t)eKx [t\ t n + l [
where k n = t n+ l -f is the time step.
We study the convergence of u h as h -* 0, we shall suppose that the séquence {kf 1 } is such that thcrc exists two positive fonctions of h, k + (h) and IC (h) satisfying ; 0<*" (h)^k n^k+ (h) (1.4) g (n Bt K , u n K , u%J (K e is the neighbourgh of K along the face e) is the numerical flux of a 3 point monotone scheme in conservation form for the 1D scalar conservation law : u t (x, t) + 3 x ((F( M (x, t)).n e>K )) -0 (1.5) such that : (i) g(n,u,v) = -g(-n,v,u) ^ 6) (ii) g(n, u,u)-F(u).n.
We shall suppose that g(n, M, V) is a Lipschitz continuous function of u and v : For any M :> 0, there exists a positive constant Q o , which is an increasing When the triangulation is a cartesian grid, the Finite Volume method reduces to classical Finite-Difference monotone schemes. L 1 convergence has been analysed by Kuznetsov and Volosin [13] and later on by Crandall and Majda [7] for monotone schemes. L x error estimâtes in h m have also been established by Kuznetsov [12] .
Recently, following Szepessy [17] in his analysis of the convergence of the stream-line diffusion Finite Element method, several authors ( [5] , [3] , [6], [1] ) get some convergence results for Finite Volume schemes by using the uniqueness result of Diperna [10] for measure valued solutions of (1.1).
Here we take a different approach. We extend results of Kuznetsov [12] to Finite Volume schemes and prove the following result : THEOREM 1.1 : Let u h (x, t)be an approximate solution of (1.1) with initial data in L°°(R d ) n L l (U d ), computed by the monotone Finite Volume scheme (1.3) .
We suppose that the following CFL condition is satisfied (for some constant e, 0 < e < 1):
If the initial data lies in BV (M d ) and if the triangulation is regular, thenfor any bounded f2 there exists two positive constants K(u°, T) and v (f2, w°, T) such that :
where //(., t) is the entropy satisfying solution of (1.1) <2«ü? ^ fj such that : If the initial data only lies in L 00 (R d ) n L l (U d ) and if the triangulation is regular, then u h converges uniformly (for bounded t) in L\R d ) towards u : lim sup ||K(., t) -n A (., 011^^ = 0
(1-10)
as soon as :
We refer to the Section 2.3 for the exact definititions of Q e the numerical viscosity by edge, and of h~ . The paper is organized as follows :
The second section introduces main features of monotone schemes, in particular L 1 contraction properties. We also recall an estimate involving the numerical viscosity that we have previously established in a joint paper [1] with Benharbit and Chalabi. This estimate is a crucial argument in the proof of the estimâtes of the last section (Proposition 4.1). The third section is devoted to an extension of Kuznetsov results on error bounds, in particular we relax his main assumption on the approximate solution, we don't need that it belongs to BV, we just require it is L 1 Lipchitz in time.
In the last section we establish a weak entropy production bound which allow us to prove Theorem 1.1 by applying the results of the previous section.
We now make some comments related to our results.
Remark IJ : Taking monotone scheme is not essential although it is actually used in our proof to establish L l lipchitz in time estimâtes. The hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 can be weakened in a way that allow us to extend our estimâtes to gênerai E-scheme for which results of Section 2.3 and Proposition 4.1 are still valid. That will be analysed in a forecomming paper, together with implicit Finite Volume schemes and some higher order extensions.
Remark 1.2 :
For gênerai is-schemes we have established in [1] convergence (without error estimâtes) of Finite Volume methods under less restrictive assumptions : -no regularity hypothesis as (1.2) are needed Our present convergence rate estimate is significant even if lim hlk~ = 0, which could be necessary in applications with stiff source terms. In particular we get convergence for any e >-0 such that k + = k' = h 2~£ .
Weaker restriction on the time step k~ could be obtained for some particular conservation laws such as those studied in [6] (i.e. u t + div (V . ƒ (u)) = 0 with ƒ scalar and V e U 2 ). In particular k~ could be replaced by h in the estimate (4.1) of Proposition 4.1, which allows convergence without any restriction concerning k~. 
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Remark 13 : The convergence rate estimate in h m is clearly not sharp for L 1 norm. For implicit schemes in the linear case h m convergence rate have been obtained by Johnson and Pitkaranka [ 11 ] in their analysis of PO discontinuous Galerkin method which are identical, there, to Finite Volume methods. This rate is sharp, and we could get it if we were able to get uniform BV (in space) estimate of approximate solutions. In such a situation we could easily modify the proof of Proposition 4.1 to get
, which leads to a sharp convergence rate in kr h m for L 1 norm.
MONOTONE FINITE VOLUME SCHEMES

From one-dimensional flux to Finite Volume schemes
For any edge of the cell K we define a value u n K + *' e in the following way :
where " x m{K)
Noticing that for any A in lR d we have :
A straightforward calculation show that : n + ï _ v^ m (e) n + i e --.
UK -k*™ u * • ( }
Basic properties of monotone schemes
We suppose that the scheme (L3) is derived from 1D monotone schemes, that means that G(A, K, e, u, v) is a non decreasing function of u and v. We recall the following.
define a 3 points monotone scheme in conservation farm such that :
where the conservation law is ii,+ƒ(«), = O (2.5) then we have necessary :
Conversely, let us suppose that condition (2.6) is satisfed, then we have the following inequalities :
where xv y = max (x, j) and XAJ = min (x, y ).
Ar m<95^, if g is a Lipchitz function of u and v, the scheme is monotone provided we have the following CFL condition :
As a consequency of (2.7) in Proposition 2.1, we have some entropy inequalities : PROPOSITION 
(2.9)
Then :
For any ceR
Practically, to get discrete entropy inequalities, it is important to remark that conditions (2.7) are valid as soon as g satisfy (2.6). In particuïar the CFL condition (2.8) is not necessary.
We need some définitions :
C is the incrémental coefficient, Q is the numerical viscosity, they are positive since the scheme is monotone.
In the following we assume that the monotonicity of the scheme is achieved as soon as :
In particular this assumption is true for Godunov scheme and for Lax-Friedrichs scheme / Q LF = -J.
Remark 2.1:
In practice we also consider a slightly different CFL condition :
which generally implies (2.14), we can also consider the following :
A max |g(z, z')| ^ 1 (2.16)
Z, Z' E l(u, V)
which always implies (2.14) .
We now give a more précise resuit involving the local entropy production. We have proven it in a joint paper with Benharbit and Chalabi [1] . We have established a quadratic estimate, controlled by the incrémental coefficient, of the local entropy production. This result is valid for the class of £-schemes (whose numerical viscosity is greater than the numerical viscosity of the Godunov scheme) introduced by Osher [16] , and it is well known (see [16] ) that monotone schemes are particular £-schemes. PROPOSITION 
Stability estimâtes
We extend définitions of the previous section :
C is the incrémental coefficient, Q is the numerical viscosity, they are positive since the one dimensional scheme (2.1) is a monotone scheme.
As a consequency of (1.6) (i) we have : , u,v) + C(-n,v,u) .
We shall use some notations :
Q" e = Q(n e , K As a consequency of Proposition 2.4 and Crandall-Tartar lemma (see [7] for its proof) we have : PROPOSITION It remains to prove the L 1 stability estimate. By repeated use of the entropy discrete inequality (2.10) for c = 0, we get :
where the entropy numerical flux satisfies : (-n, v, u) .
Let B(R) be the centered bail of radius R. By summing the previous inequalities over K <= B (R) we get :
where /^ ^ = is a closed hyper surf ace of M d in the neighbourhood of dB(R) (at a distance less than Ch). As i? tends to infinity the first terms converges towards IKU tn+l A\ L 2 {U ay the second one converges towards ||M^(., t n )\\ L^d) .
To estimate the third term, we remark that : To establish (2.26), we apply Lemma 2.1 with T=^t and Thanks to Proposition 2.4, (2.29) (a) is true, thus taking ƒ = u h {., t n ) and g = v h (. 9 t rt \ (2.29) (c) is also true. That means :
The inequality (2.26) directly follows. To get (2.27), we apply Lemma 2.1 with F = ^r~t and <g = Jf. As previously, (2.29) (c) is true, we take there ƒ = u h (., t n ) and g -M A (., f"" 1 ), thus we get :^ ^.("^-^("f^1)!^^. (2.31) We have :
An easy calculation prove that : -i( % (., t n )) -u h {; t n ) = ~~ (%(., t n+ l ) -i**(., r w )) . (2.32) KT vol. 28, n° 3, 1994 278 J. P. VILA Taking account of (2.32) into (2.31), it follows that Applying (2.33) for p = 1, ..., n, we get : Letting ^ tends to zero, we get easily that :
For p >-0, any integer which leads to the expected result. D In [2] we have used Proposition 2.3 to establish a weak BV estimate and prove convergence of gênerai £-scheme, we recall this result and the sketch of its proof, since it will be used as a key ingrediënt in the proof of Proposition 4.1. PROPOSITION where /£(#) is the polyhedron containing e, when e is on the boundary 3/2.
Noticing that Af (C^) 2 + ^K e (Cl K f ^ ^ ^(Q*?* we obtain :
k" Y m(e)h(n etK ,u n K ,u" Ke )^ J
Summing up these inequalities over « such that f ^ 7, we get :
Making i? tends to U d , the estimate (2.37) follows easily by considering that h(n, w, v) is a Lipschitz function of M and v, and that M^ is uniformly bounded in L™(R d ) n L l (R d ).
3, ERROR BOUNDS FOR A FAMILY OF APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
Following Kutznetzov in his study of finite différence schemes we shall establish : THEOREM 3.1 : Let u h a family of approximate solution of (1.1) over U d x [0, T] such that there exists some positive constants C ï9 C 2 , C 3 , and two functions <P\(T, h) and ç 2 ( n ) which satisfy :
For any bounded set f2, for any function g(y, s) in L m (t 0 , t l ; L l (U d ) n L m (U d )% for any a> (x, t) symmetrie (i.e. CÛ(X, t) = co (-je, t) = co(x, -?)) function in ^^(U 0 x IR), there exists two positive constants ^Oo, t{) and v (f2, u°) such that ; (H g(ytS) (u h (x 9 t)) -H g(ytS) (0)). grad x (a>(i, x) where u is the entropy solution of (1.1). Taking / and <f> depending on (x, t ), such that :
-f {\u h (x,t)-g(y 9 s)\ o> t (ï,
and <f>(y, s 9 x 9 t) = a> (g, x) with w symmetrie e ^(IR^ x R ). we integrate ( Now to get the expected result it is convenient to choose a> as follows. Let C (resp. e ) be a cut-off function in R d (resp. IR ). We assume that ( e ^^(R d ) Thus, we have established : J Y {u, u h , t t , <o)= ||M(.,r,.)-«*(-, ïi)|| L , (/J) .
( [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The second one : 9 t i9 p We recall that support 0 £ c= [-e, ^] and that O e (t)dt= 1-Thus, J 2 (u,t i3 o>)^e\\u(.,t i )\\ Bvm(iy (3.18) dxldt vol. 28, n° 3, 1994
Error bounds for monotone schemes
We now proves the main resuit of this paper :
Proof of Theorem LI : Thanks to Propositions 2.5 and 4.1 we can apply Theorem 3.1 with :
Thus, we can take e > O which minimize the r.h.s. of the inequality (3.4) of Theorem 3.1. This r.h.s. is bounded by :
e
We get the minimum for :
(1.9) follows immediatly.
As a consequency of the error bound (1.9), we also get a convergence proof for approximate solutions of (1.1) with initial data in exists uniformly for bounded t. From L 1 contractions property (2.26) of Proposition 2.5, it follows that
SUp \\u ht i(t)-U K m {t)\ L x^** \\U OI -U Qm \\ Ll{udy
Thus, {u m } is Cauchy in ^( [0, oo ) ; L 1 (U d )) and consequently converges uniformly to a limit u e ^([0, oo ) ; L l (U d )).
